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ECG TV 3030 Heat R
White
Hot air fan
Product code: 100001756047
EAN: 8592131308817

Easy and quick increase of room temperature

Smoothly adjustable thermostat

Option to choose between hot and warm air

Special air blowing mode without heating

Compact design and a practical carrying handle

Hot air heating

Continuous thermostat regulation

2 stage power settings of hot air

Fan mode – air blower with no heat

Input power 1000/2000 W

Heat safety fuse

On light
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 2000

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 220-240 ~ 50/60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(cm) 120

Noise Level (dB) 50

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Type Hot air fan

Heating power (W) 1000/2000

Display No

Heating power
setting 1000/2000

Cold air function 2

Warm air function Yes

Hot air function Yes

Thermostat Yes

Propeller diameter
(cm) -

Integrated handle Yes

The automatic
temperature
maintenance
function no

Oscillation no

Timer no

Remote control no

Operation light
indicator Yes

Non-slip Yes

Design

Material Plastic

Colour White
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Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)
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Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)
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WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Are you one of the lovers of summer who like to treat themselves to cozy warmth in the dead of
winter? In that case, we would like to introduce to you the ECG TV 3030 Heat R hot air fan –
a compact device with which you can easily and quickly warm up during cold days. Just plug the
fan into the socket, put it in a suitable place and choose one of the two levels of power (warm or
hot air – 1000/2000 W).  

The fan has a smootly adjustable thermostat, so you can adjust its operation exactly as you need it. Its noise level
is mere 50 dB, meaning that the device does not disturb you too much.

And – it cools you in the summer
Since the ECG fan offers also a special air blowing mode without heating, it can be of use to you in
hot summer days as well. It can effectively stir up the air in the room, which also cools it pleasantly.  

The integrated light indicator gives you information about the current operation of the device. The built-
in protection against overheating takes care of the safety of the operation.

Perfect mobility
Is there going to be bitterly cold at night? Place the hot air fan in the bedroom and treat yourself to
undisturbed sleep. Do you need to warm up a little the children's room? Bring the device there.
ECG TV 3030 Heat R is a freestanding device you can put almost anywhere. Its trouble-free
mobility is supported by the practical carrying handle.
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